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ALUMNI IMPACT STORY SUBMISSION FORM  Submitter information
 
Which course/program (e.g. MSc, GPDP, MOOC, online/on campus course etc.) have you completed under the GSLA (provide the exact title)? Note: in case you completed multiple courses/programs, please list them all.
 What is the start and end date of the course/program? 
 Alumni impact story information
 
What new knowledge did you gain from the above course/program? (maximum 8,000 characters)? 
 
Have you recently applied that knowledge in practice? If yes, please tell us how did you do it? (maximum 8,000 characters)  
 
Explain the impact of your actions from your own perspective and, if possible, from the perspective of others. Please substantiate/support the perceived/observed impact of your actions with facts and figures as much as possible (maximum 8,000 characters). 
 
 
Attach relevant evidence in support to your story (e.g. high quality photo and video materials, and any other evidence such as extracts from news, digital media etc.).  Provide the list of attachments in the space below.
 
Provide your own quote that fits the best to your story. Limit the quote to one or two sentences and no more than 50 words.      
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